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Introduction
Today's scientific body of knowledge continues to grow along
with the number of questions science and society must answer.
To exercise our understanding of this knowledge and provide at
least partial solutions to questions, models are often constructed.
A model can be a simple drawing showing interactions between
components in a system or a very complicated mathematical
description. Models can be static, like a drawing or equation, but
can become dynamic when transposed into a computer simula
tion. While no model may ever be exact, modelling is an effective
tool in testing and expanding the understanding of natural proces
ses.
Like any tool, modelling and simulation evolve with time. In
the recent past analog computers (electronic circuits designed to
simulate mathematical equations) were the state of the art techni
que for simulation, today there are digital computers. While
modelling has been used in aerospace, economics, and many other
areas, this paper will focus on wetlands modelling.
State of the art in wetlands modelling has been summarized
recently by Mitsch (Mitsch et al, 1988). Mitsch's book charac
terizes the state of the art as applied to various wetland types.
While it is important to be aware of WHAT models have been
built WHERE, it is equally import to concentrate on HOW these
models are built.
This paper will summarize the current state of modelling
and simulation in terms of techniques and technologies. Where it
is possible examples will come from wetlands literature. The first
section of this paper will describe the major steps required to
build any simulation. The second section emphasizes techniques
and technologies used in building simulations and where they fit
within the six major steps.
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